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Abstract
We explore some fundamental differences in the phenomenology, cosmology and
model building of Split Supersymmetry compared with traditional low-scale supersym-
metry. We show how the mass spectrum of Split Supersymmetry naturally emerges
from theories where the dominant source of supersymmetry breaking preserves an R
symmetry, characterize the class of theories where the unavoidable R-breaking by grav-
ity can be neglected, and point out a new possibility, where supersymmetry breaking is
directly communicated at tree level to the visible sector via renormalizable interactions.
Next, we discuss possible low-energy signals for Split Supersymmetry. The absence of
new light scalars removes all the phenomenological difficulties of low-energy supersym-
metry, associated with one-loop flavor and CP violating effects. However, the electric
dipole moments of leptons and quarks do arise at two loops, and are automatically at
the level of present limits with no need for small phases, making them accessible to
several ongoing new-generation experiments. We also study proton decay in the con-
text of Split Supersymmetry, and point out scenarios where the dimension-six induced
decays may be observable. Finally, we show that the novel spectrum of Split Super-
symmetry opens up new possibilities for the generation of dark matter, as the decays
of ultraheavy gravitinos in the early universe typically increase the abundance of the
lightest neutralino above its usual freeze-out value. This allows for lighter gauginos and
Higgsinos, more accessible both to the LHC and to dark-matter detection experiments.
1 Introduction
Our concept of Naturalness – the principle that Nature abhors fine-tunings – is based on
theories with a few vacua. It has led to the proposal of low-scale supersymmetry, in order
to avoid tuning short-distance parameters to 30-decimals. But this principle faces a serious
challenge from the cosmological constant problem, where we see no new physics at the scale
∼ 10−3 eV required by naturalness.
Recent developments in string theory [1] suggest the existence of an enormous “land-
scape” of long-lived metastable vacua. These can have a significant impact on the criterion
of naturalness, and may provide the key to resolving the cosmological constant problem along
the lines of ref. [2]. They may also have a bearing on the solution to the hierarchy problem.
For example, if the number of vacua that break supersymmetry at high-scale is more than
1030 times larger than those with low-scale supersymmetry, then the breaking of supersym-
metry at high scales is favored [3]. The 30-decimal tuning is compensated by the enormous
“entropy factor” favoring high-scale breaking of supersymmetry. In this case, the simplest
possibility would be that the Standard Model (SM) is preferred to the usual low-energy
supersymmetric SM [4]. This would then account for why we have not seen any evidence for
supersymmetry – either in the spectrum or in rare process, such as FCNCs, CP violation,
proton decay, etc. – at the expense of giving up two major successes of the supersymmetric
SM: gauge coupling unification [5] and natural dark-matter candidate [6]. A more interesting
possibility that preserves these successes is that approximate chiral symmetries protect the
fermions of the supersymmetric SM down to the TeV scale [7, 8]. So, the sparticle spectrum
of these theories is “split” in two: (i) the scalars (squarks and sleptons) that get a mass at
the high-scale of supersymmetry breaking m˜, which can be as large as the GUT scale, and
(ii) the fermions (gauginos and higgsinos) which remain near the electroweak scale and can
account for both gauge-coupling unification and DM. The only light scalar in this theory
is a finely-tuned Higgs. So, rather than the dull prediction that the LHC will discover just
the Higgs, these theories – coined Split Supersymmetry – predict gauginos and higgsinos at
a TeV, maintain the successes of the supersymmetric SM, and account for the absence of
problematic flavor and CP-violation, of fast proton decay, and of an excessively light Higgs,
caused by the presence of light squarks and sleptons in the supersymmetric SM.
In this paper we address some novel theoretical, cosmological and phenomenological
aspects of Split Supersymmetry1. An important theoretical issue is how the spectrum of
Split Supersymmetry can naturally emerge from a high-energy theory. In sects. 2 and 3 we
1Some consequences of Split Supersymmetry have been considered in ref. [9].
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characterize the general class of theories that have this property. We also present in sect. 4
models where the supersymmetry breaking is directly mediated at tree level to the visible
sector of the theory.
Having abandoned naturalness, the crucial ingredient pinning the gaugino and Higgsino
masses to the TeV scale is the requirement for the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP)
to form the dark matter of the universe. Novel properties of the gravitino in Split Super-
symmetry can impact this analysis. In sect. 5 we discuss the properties of gravitinos in Split
Supersymmetry, emphasizing their impact on the issue of dark matter. Gravitino decay
generates a non-thermal population of dark-matter neutralinos, which gives an additional
contribution to the energy density on top of the usual freeze-out abundance. This, in gen-
eral, suggests that the mass of the supersymmetric particles can be lighter than what derived
from the thermal abundances – making Split Supersymmetry potentially more accessible to
the LHC and to dark-matter detection experiments.
While the decisive verdict on Split Supersymmetry awaits TeV scale collider experiments,
it is important to examine what signals can show up in other, low-energy experiments.
Having eliminated the new scalars, the rate for anomalous effects in FCNC processes, which
are troublesome for usual low-energy supersymmetry, are predicted to be unobservably small.
Similarly, the proton decay rates from dimension 5 operators become irrelevant – these
problems are eliminated so efficiently that there are no associated signals to be seen. However,
in sect. 6 we show that in Split Supersymmetry, the contribution to lepton and quark electric
dipole moments (EDM), arising at two loops, are naturally of the order of the current
experimental limits for CP violating phases of order unity. This is to be contrasted with
usual low-energy supersymmetry, where CP violation is a problematic feature, with electric
dipole moments arising at one-loop being too large by roughly a factor of 102–103 for soft-
term phases of order one. The naturally observable EDM are an exciting generic prediction
of Split Supersymmetry, and may be checked by a new generation of experiments that plan
to improve the limit by a factor of at least ∼ 100− 1000, possibly before the turn-on of the
LHC. We also study proton decay in Split Supersymmetry in sect. 7, and point out scenarios
under which the dimension-6 mediated decays may be observable.
In sect. 8 we conclude with a detailed summary of our results and remarks on directions
for future research.
2
2 Split Supersymmetry and the Pattern of Supersym-
metry Breaking
The spectrum of Split Supersymmetry is defined by squark masses and Bµ term generated
at a large mass scale m˜, and by gaugino masses and µ term of the order of the weak
scale. In this section we want to characterize the conditions under which the mechanism of
supersymmetry breaking leads to such a spectrum, rather than the usual case in which all
supersymmetric partners are approximately mass-degenerate. The question is reminiscent
of the µ problem: why isn’t µ = O(MPl) generated in the exactly supersymmetric theory?
In Split Supersymmetry we are encountering an extended µ problem: why aren’t gaugino
masses and µ = O(m˜) generated in the broken supersymmetric theory?
At first sight, it may appear that the ordinary case of mass-degenerate superpartners is
the most generic since, after supersymmetry is broken, all these particles are expected to
acquire masses. We want to show that this is not necessarily the case. The nature of the
mass spectrum depends on the presence or the absence of an approximate (or accidental)
R-symmetry of the observable sector of the theory. Once this symmetry is realized, the mass
spectrum of Split Supersymmetry naturally emerges.
It is known [10] that there is a connection between the existence of R-symmetries in the
hidden sector and of supersymmetry breaking. If the relevant superpotential is a generic
function of fields (i.e. all interaction terms are present with no tuned coefficients), the pres-
ence of an R-symmetry is a necessary condition for supersymmetry breaking, while a spon-
taneously broken R-symmetry provides a sufficient condition. However, because of the non-
renormalization theorem in supersymmetry, it is not unusual to encounter superpotentials
that are non-generic functions of fields, where certain interaction terms are absent. Many ex-
ample of such superpotentials, leading to spontaneously-broken supersymmetry, are known.
Moreover, R-symmetry cannot be an exact symmetry once the theory is extended to super-
gravity and the cancellation of the cosmological constant is allowed. Indeed, such cancellation
is obtained by tuning the gravitino mass to a value proportional to the scalar component
of the superpotential W . Since R[W ] = 2, the condition of vanishing cosmological constant
necessarily leads to a breaking of the R-symmetry.
Let us turn to consider the various patterns of supersymmetry breaking, paying special
attention to the properties of the underlying R-symmetry.
3
2.1 F-breaking
We start by reviewing standard results regarding the origin of the soft terms, in order to
introduce notations and to allow a comparison with the analysis presented in the next section.
Supersymmetry breaking is parametrized by a spurion chiral superfield
X = 1 + θ2m˜. (1)
The superfield X breaks supersymmetry and R-symmetry, since both its scalar and auxiliary
components have a background value. Masses for the scalar components of visible-sector su-
perfields Q (m˜Q), gaugino masses (Mg˜), and trilinear A-terms are generated by the operators∫
d4θX†XQ†Q → m˜2Q = m˜2, (2)∫
d2θXWαWα → Mg˜ = m˜, (3)∫
d2θXQ3 → A = m˜. (4)
Here Wα is the gauge superfield strength, and Q
3 is a gauge-invariant combination of visible-
sector superfields. All soft terms are of the order of the mass scale m˜. Notice that, in the
absence of supersymmetry breaking (m˜→ 0), the interactions in eqs. (2)–(4) are R-invariant,
once we assign R[X] = 0. Therefore, supersymmetry and R-symmetry are simultaneously
broken by the auxiliary component FX = m˜.
For phenomenological reasons, we have to exclude the operator∫
d2θM∗H1H2, (5)
where H1,2 are the two Higgs-doublet superfields andM∗ is a mass scale characteristic of the
exact-supersymmetry theory. This can be achieved by: (i) a global U(1) PQ symmetry with
PQ[H1H2] 6= 0; or (ii) an R-symmetry with R[H1H2] 6= 2; or (iii) a mechanism that does
not allow to embed this term in the underlying GUT. Once this is done, supersymmetry
breaking generates the µ-term and Bµ (the scalar counterpart of the µ-term) through the
operators [11] ∫
d4θX†H1H2 → µ = m˜, (6)∫
d4θX†XH1H2 → Bµ = m˜2, µ = m˜. (7)
These interactions are allowed, in the supersymmetric limit, by a combination of the R and
PQ symmetries such that the R charges are R[H1H2] = 0. Consistently, this symmetry
forbids the unwanted operator in eq. (5). In conclusion, all possible soft terms (including µ)
have been generated at the scale m˜.
4
2.2 D-breaking
Next, we want to examine the case in which supersymmetry breaking does not lead to
R-symmetry breaking. Therefore we consider the spurion superfield
Y = 1 + θ4m˜2, (8)
which breaks supersymmetry, but preserves an R-symmetry if we assign R[Y ] = 0. This
spurion could arise from a genuine supersymmetry D-breaking in the gauge sector. However,
it could also be induced by a chiral superfield X, with 〈X〉 = 0 and 〈FX〉 6= 0. As an
example, this happens in the simplest of all theories of supersymmetry breaking, with a
linear superpotential for a chiral superfield X
W = µ2X . (9)
This has FX = µ
2 and broken supersymmetry. The vev of X is undetermined at this level;
however, if there are higher dimension operators in the Ka¨hler potential of the form
δK = −(X
†X)2
M2
, (10)
then X is stabilized at the origin 〈X〉 = 0, with m2X = µ4/M2 > 0. (In fact, precisely this
sort of term in the Ka¨hler potential is generated at 1-loop in renormalizable O’Raifeartaigh
models of supersymmetry breaking). If such a fieldX appears in the interactions with visible-
sector fields only in the combination X†X, then the visible sector will have supersymmetry
breaking without R-breaking. In particular, this happens if X is a non-singlet under a
hidden-sector gauge group (as is often the case in models with dynamical supersymmetry
breaking) or if there exists a discrete symmetry X → −X. For simplicity, we will call
“D-breaking” the case characterized by eq. (8). However, it should be clear that we do
not necessarily require that supersymmetry breaking is triggered by a gauge superfield, but
rather that the supersymmetry breaking is not accompanied by R breaking.
Couplings of the spurion Y to the visible sector induce the soft terms
∫
d4θY Q†Q → m˜2Q = m˜2, (11)∫
d4θY H1H2 → Bµ = m˜2. (12)
No other renormalizable operator is allowed. Notice that we have defined our spurions as
dimensionless, and so we are effectively working to all orders in Y . Only visible-sector fields
determine the operator dimensionality.
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Since we have excluded the operator in eq. (5), possibly by a GUT mechanism, the visible
sector has an accidental R-symmetry with R[Y ] = 0 and R[H1H2] = 0, even after supersym-
metry is broken. This is the symmetry that forbids the appearance of gaugino masses, A
and µ terms. This symmetry is accidental, since it has not been imposed on the theory, but
it is just the consequence of supersymmetry, gauge symmetry, field dimensionality, and the
absence of the operator in eq. (5), once D-breaking is assumed. Notice, in particular, that
imposing on the theory an exact R-symmetry is not justified since, as we have previously
discussed, the cancellation of the cosmological constant necessarily implies an explicit R
breaking.
The situation is analogous to how lepton number is implemented in the SM. Lepton
number is only an accidental SM symmetry and it is expected to be violated in the fun-
damental (possibly GUT) theory by effects of order unity. The smallness of the neutrino
mass is then explained not by small coefficients, but by the large scale hierarchy between the
electroweak and GUT masses. Similarly, in D-breaking, even if the R-symmetry is broken in
the fundamental theory by effects of order unity, gaugino masses and the µ parameter will
be suppressed with respect to squark masses and Bµ, whenever there is a certain hierarchy
between the fundamental (possibly Planck) scale and m˜.
Equations (11) and (12) allow for the possibility of a cancellation of the Higgs mass term.
In particular, a Ka¨hler structure of the kind
∫
d4θY
(
sin βH1 − cosβH†2
) (
sin βH†1 − cosβH2
)
, (13)
leads to a massless Higgs superfield, for any value of β. Although the cancellation needs a
fine-tuning, it is interesting that Split Supersymmetry allows this possibility for the Higgs
mass and not, for instance, for squark masses, so there can be a reason why of all the scalars
of the supersymmetric SM, only the Higgs is fine-tuned to be light.
To generate the other soft terms, we have to include the leading non-renormalizable
operators,
1
M∗
∫
d4θY WαWαr → Mg˜ = m˜
2
M∗
r, (14)
1
M∗
∫
d4θY Q3r → A = m˜
2
M∗
r, (15)
1
M∗
∫
d4θY D2(H1H2)r → µ = m˜
2
M∗
r. (16)
Here M∗ is the mass that characterizes the interactions between hidden and visible sectors.
In supergravity, we identifyM∗ withMPl, but smaller values ofM∗ are possible in alternative
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schemes of supersymmetry-breaking mediation. The mass spectrum of Split Supersymmetry
naturally emerges from D-breaking, whenever m˜ ≪ M∗. The parameter r that we have in-
cluded in eqs. (14)–(16) measures a possible further suppression caused by an (approximate)
R-symmetry present in the dynamics that mediates supersymmetry breaking at the scaleM∗.
It could be viewed as a scalar spurion field carrying an R charge. Indeed, if R[r] = −2, the
interactions in eqs. (14)–(16) are R invariant. If the underlying dynamics does not preserve
an R-symmetry, we can set r = O(1).
Next, we can establish what is the reasonable minimum value of r in theories where there
is an energy range for which the 4-D supergravity description is valid. This is given by the
effect of gravitational interactions that communicate to the visible sector the unavoidable
R violation coming from the cancellation of the cosmological constant. In supergravity,
the positive vacuum energy associated with supersymmetry breaking is cancelled by having
a non-zero expectation value for the superpotential W which contributes −3|W |2 to the
vacuum energy. As W has R-charge 2, this breaks R, and gives a gravitino mass
m3/2 = e
K
2M2
Pl
|W |
M2Pl
. (17)
Here MPl = 2.4 × 1018 GeV is the reduced Planck mass. We can get a reasonable lower
bound on m3/2 as follows: given scalar masses of order m˜, there are contributions to the
vacuum energy of at least order ∼ m˜4/(16π2), and therefore we expect at least
|W |2
M2Pl
>∼
m˜4
16π2
⇒ m3/2 >∼
m˜2
4πMPl
. (18)
Now, in order to generate gaugino masses, we must break both R and supersymmetry. The
minimum amount of R-breaking will come from the non-zeroW . Local operators of the form
∫
d4θ
WαWαW
†
(
Q†Q+ · · ·
)
M6∗
, (19)
where Q are generic chiral fields in the visible sector, can not be protected by any symmetries,
and indeed we expect gravitational loops to generate such operators as counterterms with
M∗ ∼ MPl. Now, only given the supersymmetry breaking of the heavy scalar masses m˜, we
can expect that the terms Q†Q+· · · have a non-vanishing θ2θ¯2 component of size comparable
to the vacuum energy of the low-energy theory beneath m˜, which is ∼ m˜4
16pi2
, leading to
Mg˜ >∼
m˜6
M5Pl
∼ m
3
3/2
M2Pl
, (20)
ignoring loop factors. Barring cancellations, this can be taken as a plausible minimum value
of the gaugino mass, since it is the result of just the existence of gravity and the cancellation
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of the cosmological constant. This magnitude can be estimated diagrammatically in terms of
a one-loop gravitational contribution to gaugino masses (induced by graviton/gaugino and
gravitino/gauge-boson exchange), which is cutoff in the ultraviolet by the supersymmetry-
breaking mass m3/2. The phenomenological requirement that eq. (20) does not exceed the
TeV gives the constraint m3/2 <∼ 1013 GeV. Incidentally, we remark that in the case of grav-
ity mediation (m˜ ∼ m3/2) this bound is numerically equivalent to the one derived by the
condition that the gluino lifetime is shorter than the age of the universe, which is necessary
to evade the experimental limits from searches of anomalously heavy isotopes [7]. Finally,
notice that considerations similar to those we have made for gaugino masses also apply to
the µ term. A Higgs-gravitino loop with a Bµ mass insertion induces µ ∼ m33/2/M2Pl, taking
the gravity-mediation result Bµ ∼ m23/2.
We have seen that there is some connection between the gaugino/Higgsino and gravitino
masses, as they both break R. Is there any relation between m˜ and m3/2? In fact these
can usefully be thought of as the independent parameters characterizing a model of Split
Supersymmetry. There are theories where m˜ ≪ m3/2 – this occurred in one of the models
in ref. [7], where the gravitino mass m3/2 came from Scherk-Schwartz breaking with a fifth
dimension asm3/2 ∼ 1/R, while the scalar masses were m˜ ∼ 1R2MPl . Using the fifth dimension
to lower the higher-dimensional Planck scale to the GUT scale actually predicted m3/2 ∼
1/R ∼ 1013 GeV, gaugino/Higgsinos right at the TeV scale, and m˜ ∼ 109 GeV. There are
also theories in which m˜≫ m3/2, as in the models of direct mediation we discuss in sect. 4.
3 Contributions from Anomaly Mediation
We have argued that the breaking of R required by the cancellation of the vacuum energy
in supergravity will eventually infect the visible sector, generating gaugino masses of order
at least Mg˜ ∼ m33/2/M2Pl. However, there is a potentially larger effect, coming from anomaly
mediation [12], which typically generates Mg˜ ∼ α/(4π)m3/2. For m3/2 <∼ 100 TeV or so,
this will be subdominant to whatever generates the gaugino masses, but what happens for
m3/2 ≫Mg˜? In ref. [7], a concrete model of supersymmetry breaking using a fifth dimension
was constructed, where the anomaly-mediated contributions were small, with m3/2 ∼ 1013
GeV, in fact predicting gaugino and Higgsino masses near ∼ 100 GeV. Our purpose here is to
explore the issue in more general terms: why do we get the anomaly-mediated contribution,
and under what circumstances is it naturally suppressed?
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Let us review the origin of the anomaly-mediated contribution to gaugino masses
Mg˜ =
β(g)
g
Fφ , (21)
where β(g) = dg/d lnµ and φ = 1 + θ2Fφ is the conformal compensator, which appears in
the Lagrangian in form
L =
∫
d4θφ†φK +
(∫
d2θφ3W + h.c.
)
. (22)
In order to see what the induced Fφ is, we set K,W equal to their expectation values in
the supersymmetry-breaking background (with K|0 = −3M2Pl to canonically normalize the
Einstein action), and in components we find that the potential is
Vvac = 3M
2
Pl|Fφ|2 + (F ∗φA+ h.c.) + V . (23)
Here
A = −3W ∗|0 −K|θ2, V = −K|θ4 − 2ReW |θ2 , (24)
and the gravitino mass is
|m3/2| = |W |
M2Pl
. (25)
The equation of motion for Fφ now simply determines
Fφ = − A
3M2Pl
= m3/2 +
K|θ2
3M2Pl
, (26)
and this gives the vacuum energy
Vvac = V − |A|
2
3M2Pl
. (27)
Fine-tuning the vacuum energy to zero, we also find that
|Fφ| =
√
V
3M2Pl
. (28)
In theories in which supersymmetry is broken dynamically without singlets in the hidden
sector, the term K|θ2/(3M2Pl) in eq. (26) is negligible, and we obtain |Fφ| = m3/2. In general,
however, Fφ is not proportional to m3/2, but it is directly determined by V as in eq. (28).
In a theory where supersymmetry is broken already in the global limit, V can be thought
of as the “vacuum energy” of the supersymmetry breaking sector. More precisely, it is the
Goldstino decay constant; the Lagrangian for the Goldstino χ has a quadratic part
V χ¯σ¯µ∂µχ+ · · · . (29)
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Thus in theories where supersymmetry breaking is decoupled from gravity, so that V and
K|θ2 remain constant as MPl → ∞, we have |Fφ| = m3/2. However, this is not the case
for theories where supersymmetry breaking is intimately tied to gravity and supersymmetry
is restored as MPl → ∞, so that V → 0 in this limit. This may appear at first sight to
be a sick limit, since the coefficient of the Goldstino kinetic term is going to zero. But in
fact, in such models, the Goldstino does get a kinetic term via mixing with the gravitino.
This is the secret of the no-scale supergravity structure, and also helps explain why the
no-scale structure is so ubiquitous in compactifications of theories with extra dimensions.
As is familiar, the scalar radius moduli T only acquire kinetic terms by mixing with gravity,
and the same is true for their fermionic partners ψT . Indeed, we can see this easily in a
theory with a single extra dimension [13] with a radius modulus T = r + θψT + · · ·. Since
M2Pl = 2M
3
5Re(r) we have
K = −3M35 (T + T †) (30)
and we can add a constant superpotential
W =M35 c . (31)
It is easy to see that V = 0 and Fφ = 0, since both K|θ4 and W |θ2 vanish, while
FT = c
∗, m3/2 =
cM35
M2Pl
(32)
and supersymmetry is broken. This is equivalent [14] to a Scherk-Schwarz breaking with c
setting the phase picked up by the gravitino traversing the dimension.
At this level the modulus r is undetermined; in any case the Ka¨hler potential will be
modified by quantum corrections, and we may also have additional terms in the superpo-
tential. Suppose then that the Ka¨hler and superpotentials are modified by introducing the
functions k(T + T †) and w(T ) as follows
K = −3M35 (T + T †) + k(T + T †), W = cM35 + w(T ). (33)
Let us work to first order in k, w. By computing the equation of motion for FT , we find
Fφ =
c∗k′′ + w′∗
3M35
=
|c|2k′′ + w′∗c
3m3/2M
2
Pl
. (34)
While the potential is
Vvac(T ) = VK + VW , (35)
where
VK = −|c|2k′′, VW = −2Re(w′c∗). (36)
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Note that
− Re

 Fφ
m∗3/2

 = VK + 12VW
3|m3/2|2M2Pl
=
Vvac(T ) + VK
6|m3/2|2M2Pl
→ VK
6|m3/2|2M2Pl
, (37)
where in the last expression we have put in the fine-tuning to make Vvac(T ) vanish at the
minimum of the potential. From here we can conclude that
∣∣∣∣∣ Fφm3/2
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥
∣∣∣∣∣∣Re

 Fφ
m∗3/2


∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
VK
6|m3/2|2M2Pl
(38)
The inequality above is saturated when there are no relative phases between Fφ and m
∗
3/2.
We typically expect that the real and imaginary parts of Fφ are comparable, so the right
hand side of the above is a good estimate for the actual size of |Fφ|.
What can we expect for the range of possible natural values for VK and thus |Fφ|? Clearly,
VK gets a contribution at least from the one-loop vacuum energy of the non-supersymmetric
theory beneath the gravitino mass. Barring cancellations, this yields a reasonable lower
bound of
VKmin ∼
m43/2
16π2
. (39)
An upper bound on VK is of order ∼ m23/2M2Pl, and therefore we can bound
m33/2
16π2M2Pl
<∼ |Fφ| <∼ m3/2 . (40)
The lower bound will be saturated in any theory where supersymmetry breaking shuts off
above the mass of the gravitino. An example is provided by the model of ref. [7], where the
gravitino mass is about 1/r and the scale above which supersymmetry breaking shuts off is
also 1/r, with the radius stabilized by balancing Casimir energies scaling as 1/r4 ∼ m43/2.
Note that, when this lower bound is saturated, the anomaly-mediated contribution to gaugino
masses is subdominant to the direct gravitational contribution we discussed in the previous
section.
The expression for Fφ in eq. (38) has a nice physical interpretation. The Goldstino field
here is the fermionic component of T ; defining ψT = 〈FT 〉χ = c∗χ (to first order), under a
supersymmetry transformation δζχ = ζ . The quadratic part of the Goldstino kinetic term
is then, to leading order,
− |c|2k′′χ¯σ¯µ∂µχ = VKχ¯σ¯µ∂µχ (41)
so we can identify VK with the Goldstino decay constant. The link between Fφ and the
Goldstino decay constant is not an accident, and it is illuminating to understand its origin
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without any reference to the conformal compensator formalism, directly at component level.
Suppose we have somehow broken supersymmetry and cancelled the vacuum energy to get
flat space. The gravitino ψµ is massive and its quadratic action is of the form
M2Pl
(
ǫµναβψ¯µσ¯ν∂αψβ +m3/2ψµσ
µνψν
)
. (42)
Of course, the massive gravitino has extra degrees of freedom – the longitudinal polariza-
tions – compared to the massless gravitino. This is reflected in the fact that the above
Lagrangian is no longer invariant under the gauge transformation δζψµ = ∂µζ that were used
to reduce the degrees of freedom described by ψµ to the two transverse polarizations. As
familiar in ordinary gauge theories, it is useful to explicitly introduce the longitudinal modes.
This can simply be done by performing the broken-gauge transformation and promoting the
transformation parameter to a field. For massive gauge bosons, for instance, we have the
familiar
f 2AµA
µ → f 2(Aµ + ∂µθ)2 ⊃ f 2(∂µθ)2 (43)
and we see that the gauge boson mass term turns into the kinetic term of the “eaten”
longitudinal mode θ, which shifts under the gauge symmetry.
Doing the same thing for the gravitino, we have
m3/2ψµσ
µνψν → m3/2(∂µχ + ψµ)σµν(∂νχ+ ψν) . (44)
Already we notice a significant difference with the gauge theory case – the only possible
kinetic term for the Goldstino χ appears to be of the form (∂χ)2, which is sick for a fermion.
However, due to the antisymmetry of σµν , this kinetic term actually vanishes (which is in
fact what dictates the use of σµν rather than ηµν in the gravitino mass term). The Goldstino
here does indeed get a healthy kinetic term, but only by mixing with gravity. We can now
couple the gravitino to all the other fields of the theory, including all massive regulator
fields, in the standard way, and at this level there is no induced supersymmetry breaking
anywhere else in the spectrum. This analysis is however puzzling if we think of a theory
that breaks supergravity already in the globally supersymmetric limit. There, the Goldstino
exists independently of gravity! How do we describe this situation? After all, in the unitary
gauge we still have a massive gravitino described by the same effective Lagrangian.
The resolution is that the gravitino transformation property under supersymmetry is
changed to
δψµ = ∂µζ + ifσµζ¯ . (45)
Before saying anything about the size of f , we can identify f with Fφ in the conformal
compensator formalism. Because of the modified transformation law for ψµ, if we now
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couple the gravitino to other fields, what used to be supersymmetric will no longer be so,
and the variation can only be compensated by adding supersymmetry breaking terms to the
matter Lagrangian from the outset. It is easy to see that the new term in the variation of ψµ
is simply the superpartner of a conformal transformation (compare δhµν = ηµνφ), and the
required change of the Lagrangian is conveniently made by turning on Fφ = f in a conformal
compensator field.
With the modified transformation, in promoting ζ to the Goldstino field χ, we find the
quadratic kinetic term for χ
VKχ¯σ¯
µ∂µχ+ · · · , (46)
where the Goldstino decay constant VK is
VK = |f |2M2Pl + 2Re(m3/2M2Plf) =M2Pl
(
|f +m∗3/2|2 − |m3/2|2
)
. (47)
Inverting this, we can bound |f/m3/2| in terms of VK as
∣∣∣∣∣ fm3/2
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥
√√√√1 + VK
m23/2M
2
Pl
− 1 . (48)
The above expression then bounds Fφ = f directly in terms of physical quantities: the
Goldstino decay constant VK and the gravitino mass m3/2. Again in theories when all the
relevant parameters are real, the inequality above becomes an equality.
Note as before that in theories in which supersymmetry is already broken in the limit of
global supersymmetry, VK = 3m
2
3/2M
2
Pl and eq. (48) becomes
|Fφ|
m3/2
→ 1 . (49)
On the other hand, in theories where the Goldstino dominantly gets its kinetic term by
mixing with the gravitino, VK ≪ m23/2M2Pl, and eq. (48) gives
|Fφ|
m3/2
→ Vg
2m23/2M
2
Pl
≪ 1 . (50)
Summarizing, then, we have a simple characterization of the size of anomaly mediation:
in any theory where supersymmetry is broken by non-gravitational dynamics, so that the
supersymmetry breaking survives taking MPl → ∞, anomaly mediation will persist, but in
theories where supersymmetry breaking is tied to gravity and the Goldstino gets it kinetic
term by mixing with gravity, Fφ and anomaly mediation are suppressed.
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Even when Fφ is comparable to m3/2, the supersymmetric SM fields can be insulated
from anomaly-mediated soft masses. An example [15] is provided by the theories where the
SM fields descend from a broken CFT or, in an AdS/CFT dual language, live on an IR brane
of a warped compactification. There is now a new dynamical field – the dilaton S of the
broken CFT – and the Ka¨hler and superpotentials for the SM superfields have the structure
K = eS+S
†
Kˆ, W = e3SWˆ . (51)
Including the conformal compensator, the Lagrangian has the form
∫
d4θ
(
−3M2Plφ†φ+ φ†φ eS+S
†
Kˆ
)
+
(∫
d2θφ3e3SWˆ + h.c.
)
. (52)
We can now define a new field ω = φeS, which then decouples φ from direct communication
from the SM sector
∫
d4θ
(
−3M2Plφ†φ+ ω†ωKˆ
)
+
(∫
d2θω3Wˆ + h.c.
)
. (53)
Now, even breaking supersymmetry in some generic way generating Fφ, there is no anomaly-
mediated contribution to the soft terms. Of course again the dilaton ω must be stabilized,
but the form of the stabilization and the resulting size of the supersymmetry breaking pro-
portional to Fφ are model-dependent. It is clear that we can use this mechanism to arbitrarily
shield the visible sector from the breaking of supergravity, which is why ref. [15] dubbed this
observation “supersymmetry without supergravity”. In particular, we can again consistently
making m3/2 ≫Mg˜.
4 Direct Mediation of Supersymmetry Breaking
One of the ubiquitous features of usual theories of supersymmetry breaking is the presence
of a hidden sector where supersymmetry is broken, and only indirectly mediated to the
visible fields. It is obviously simpler to imagine that the supersymmetric SM fields pick up
a mass directly at tree-level, by renormalizable interactions with a supersymmetry breaking
sector. However, this hope was dashed very early on. First, with only F -term breaking, the
only supersymmetry breaking masses for chiral superfields are Bµ type terms, which makes
it impossible to make all the scalars heavy – in particular there is always a scalar lighter
than the up quark [16]. The addition of new gauge factors opens up the possibility of using
D-terms. However, there is a bigger problem: tree-level breaking can generate scalar masses,
but not gaugino masses, which will then necessarily be suppressed at least by a loop factor
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relative to the scalars. This forces the scalars so heavy that a tuning of at least ∼ 10−3 is
re-introduced for electroweak symmetry breaking.
The situation is clearly different in Split Supersymmetry, where we are allowed to consider
gauginos much lighter than the heavy scalars. Thus, the possibility of direct mediation can be
re-examined in this context. The goal is to find a theory where squarks and sleptons pick up
a mass directly at tree level from the supersymmetry breaking sector. If the supersymmetry
breaking preserves an R-symmetry, the gauginos and Higgsinos can only acquire masses from
higher dimension operators suppressed by a scale M∗. As long as M∗ is sufficiently smaller
than MPl, all the physics associated with supergravity and in particular the gravitational
breaking of the R-symmetry are irrelevant; in such models, the gravitino mass can naturally
be comparable or even smaller than gaugino and Higgsino masses.
We can illustrate this general idea with a simple model. Since we want to generatem2Q†Q
type masses for the supersymmetric SM scalars at tree-level, the SM fields must be charged
under a new gauge symmetry that gets a D-term. So, let us begin with the simplest example
of a supersymmetry breaking theory of this form. Consider a U(1) gauge symmetry and chiral
superfields X,Z, φ, φc, Y, Y c with U(1) charges 0, 0,−1, 1,−1, 1 respectively, together with
other possible fields ψi with charges qi. The superpotential contains
W = λX(φφc −m′2) +mφcY + λ′φY cZ (54)
and m,m′ are some comparable mass scales. This theory spontaneously breaks supersym-
metry: the Y equation of motion forces φc = 0, which is in conflict with the X equation
and D-flatness for the U(1). It is easy to analyze the physics in a limit where we imagine
m′ ≫ m. The U(1) gauge symmetry is broken and we have a vector multiplet of mass gm′,
and Y c, Z also pair up to get a mass λ′m′, while the superpotential for Y is
W = m′mY , (55)
clearly breaking supersymmetry. Integrating out the massive vector multiplet at tree-level
also generates new terms in the Ka¨hler potential for Y and the ψi. It is easiest to see this
in superspace: ignoring the 1/g2W 2α kinetic term for the gauge field, and going to unitary
gauge, we have in the Ka¨hler potential
K = m′2(V 2 + · · ·) + Y †(1 + V + · · ·)Y + ψ†i (1 + qiV + · · ·)ψi , (56)
and we can trivially integrate out V to obtain the correction
− Y
†Y
2m′2
(
Y †Y
2
+ qiψ
†
iψi
)
. (57)
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The superpotential forces
FY = mm
′ (58)
and this in turn generates soft masses for the Y and ψi from the corrected Ka¨hler potential
m2Y =
m2
2
, m2ψi =
qim
2
2
. (59)
Of course these are nothing but the D-term contributions to the soft masses of these charged
fields, although it is more appropriate to simply integrate out the heavy field, rather than
using a description with the vev of a heavy multiplet. Note importantly that m2Y > 0, so
that Y is stabilized at Y = 0, preserving an R-symmetry with the obvious charges. Also,
note that if we had any couplings of X to other fields, say of the form
W = hXHuHd (60)
then there are induced couplings to Y in the low-energy effective theory, which can be
seen simply by noting that this coupling can be shifted into a redefinition of m as m2 →
m2 + h/λHuHd, and so we have
W = mm′Y →
√
m′2 +HuHdmY = mm
′Y +
m
2m′
Y HuHd . (61)
The fields Hu, Hd then pick up a Bµ soft term of the order of
Bµ =
m2
2
∼ m2ψi . (62)
This can be simply thought of as arising from a non-vanishing FX .
We now wish to directly couple this sector to the supersymmetric SM. Clearly, we cannot
only have the SM matter: because of anomalies these would have to have both positive and
negative charge, and some of the soft masses would be negative. Also, the usual SM Yukawa
couplings would need to be made invariant. There are a number of ways to proceed at this
point, but a simple possibility is have SM fields f and Higgses Hu,d uncharged under the
U(1), but mixing with a vector like copy of all these fields (F, F c), (H˜u,d,, H˜
c
u,d), where the
(H˜u,d) fields are completed into (5 + 5¯)’s. These fields have masses of order µ and Yukawa
couplings of the form fφcF c, so that after the U(1) breaking, the light fields are an O(1)
mixture of the neutral fields and those of charge +1, all of which have positive soft masses
of order ∼ µ2. Also, the Bµ term for the Higgses arises from the coupling XHuHd which, as
we have seen, is naturally of the same order of magnitude. Thus, we have found
m˜2 ∼ Bµ ∼ m2 . (63)
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At this level the gauginos and Higgsinos are massless. These in turn can be induced by
integrating out physics at a higher scale M∗, perhaps near the GUT scale, which can give
rise to couplings of the form
∫
d2θ
X
M∗
W αW α,
∫
d4θ
X
M∗
HuHd , (64)
which generates
Mg˜ ∼ µ ∼ m˜
2
M∗
. (65)
Finally, the fermionic component of Y is the Goldstino, which will be eaten by the gravitino
to pick up a mass of order
m3/2 ∼ m˜
2
MPl
(66)
Meanwhile, without any particular suppression, the anomaly mediated contribution to the
gaugino masses is of order Manomg˜ ∼ α/(4π)(m˜2/MPl), so that even for M∗ ∼ MPl the
contributions we have calculated dominate the gravitational ones. In these theories, the
gravitino can naturally be comparable in mass or lighter than the gauginos and Higgsinos
(the phenomenological consequences will be studied in sect. 5.3). If we wish M∗ to be above
the GUT scale, we have m˜ >∼ 109 GeV.
Note also that about this same scale m˜ we have all the extra vector-like matter, affecting
the running of the SM couplings above m˜. In our simple example, we have added an equiv-
alent of 14 (5 + 5¯)’s at m˜. Even with the addition of all these new states, the SM couplings
do not blow up beneath the GUT scale; however, the value of the GUT coupling can become
so large that the rate from dimension-6 induced proton decay can become significant. The
existence of extra vector-like matter charged under the SM is a feature of all direct medi-
ation models, though the precise size of the sector is model-dependent. Therefore, we do
generically expect the p-decay rates to be significantly enhanced in these models. Further
discussion of proton decay in Split Supersymmetry will be given in section 7.
5 Dark Matter and Gravitinos in Split Supersymmetry
In Split Supersymmetry the all-important mass scale of gauginos-higgsinos is decoupled from
the electroweak scale and is set solely by the requirement of obtaining the correct dark matter
abundance. It is therefore crucial to carefully compute the DM abundance in these theories.
A fundamentally new feature of Split Supersymmetry is that the masses of squarks and
sleptons, as well as the gravitino, can be much heavier than a TeV. This can lead to new
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processes contributing to the DM abundance. In particular, the heavy scalars can decay or
annihilate into gravitinos which hover, till they eventually decay into a final state including
the LSP. Since this process occurs in addition to the canonical Lee-Weinberg annihilation,
it typically results in an LSP number density exceeding the usual freezout abundance, and
therefore in a lighter and more accessible LSP.
Another possibility is that the gravitino is lighter than all the gauginos-higgsinos, and
therefore it is the LSP. This leads to interesting laboratory signatures in the decays of the
NLSP and the gluino, summarized in sect. 5.3.
We will discriminate the various possible scenaria according to the gravitino mass which,
as we have discussed in sect. 2, is an important parameter characterizing the theory. Let us
start with some general properties of gravitinos. The gravitino decay width is given by
Γ3/2 =
(
Ng +
Nm
12
) m33/2
32πM2Pl
=
(
m3/2
105GeV
)3
32 sec−1. (67)
Here Ng and Nm are the numbers of available decay channels into gauge–gaugino and
fermion–sfermion, respectively. In Split Supersymmetry, we will be mostly concerned with
the case in which decay into squarks, sleptons and one Higgs doublet are not kinematically
allowed, and thus Ng = 12, Nm = 1.
Since gravitinos in the early universe decay when Γ3/2 = H , the temperature after decay
is given by
T3/2 =
[
90 Γ23/2M
2
Pl
π2g∗(T3/2)
]1/4
=
[
10.75
g∗(T3/2)
]1/4 (
m3/2
105GeV
)3/2
6.8MeV, (68)
where g∗ counts the effective number of degrees of freedom.
The gravitino number density in the early universe n3/2, before decay, evolves according
to the Boltzmann equation [17]
dn3/2
dt
+ 3Hn3/2 = (γsc + γdec)

1− n3/2
neq3/2

 . (69)
We assume that SM and supersymmetric particles (other than the gravitino) are in equilib-
rium. Two processes contribute to eq. (69): gravitino emission in scatterings and decay of
thermalized supersymmetric particles into gravitinos.
The rate of gravitino production in scatterings γsc has been computed in supersymmetric
QCD at finite temperature. Performing a hard thermal-loop resummation, where the con-
tributions from soft momenta are regularized by considering an effective gluon propagator,
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the study of ref. [18] finds
γsc =
T 6
M2Pl
Csc (70)
Csc = b

1 + b2M2g˜
12m23/2

{1 + 0.48n− 0.74(1 + n
3
)
ln
[
b
(
1 +
n
3
)]}
8.4× 10−2. (71)
Here n is the number of effective quark-squark flavour multiplets (n = 6 if squarks are light,
and n = 0 in Split Supersymmetry with TR < m˜), and b(T ) = 2αs(T )/αs(Mg˜) (in particular,
b(T ) ≃ 1 for T = 1010GeV). The term proportional to the gluino mass in eq. (71) becomes
important when M∗ ≪ MPl, since the Goldstino coupling is enhanced. Notice that we
have not included an analogous term proportional to the squark masses. Indeed, while the
effective Goldstino coupling to gluinos is proportional to Mg˜T/M
2
S, the coupling to squarks
is proportional to m˜2/M2S [19]. Therefore, it will give a contribution Csc ∝ m˜4/(m3/2T )2.
Even for Split Supersymmetry, where m˜ ≫ Mg˜, this contribution can be neglected, as it is
subleading to the decay process we consider next.
Supersymmetric particles in thermal equilibrium can occasionally decay into gravitinos,
with a rate
γdec =
N∑
i=1
n˜eqi
K1(zi)
K2(zi)
Γidec, (72)
where the sum extends over all supersymmetric particles in the thermal bath with mass m˜i,
and zi ≡ m˜i/T . The ratio of Bessel functions K1(zi)/K2(zi) describes the thermal average
of the time dilatation factor m˜i/E. Using, for simplicity, Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics for
both scalars and fermions, the equilibrium density of the supersymmetric particles with 2
degrees of freedom is
n˜eqi =
T 3
π2
z2iK2(zi). (73)
Finally, the decay width into gravitinos is the same for both gauginos and sfermions
Γidec =
m˜5i
48πm23/2M
2
Pl
. (74)
It is convenient to rewrite eq. (69) in terms of Y3/2 ≡ n3/2/s, the gravitino number density
in units of entropy density s. We find the differential equation
dY3/2
dT
= −(γsc + γdec)
HTs

1− Y3/2
Y eq3/2

 , (75)
which can be easily integrated. The term proportional to γsc is dominated by the largest
temperature TR, to be interpreted as the reheat temperature after inflation or, in general,
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as the temperature after a significant entropy production. On the other hand, the term
proportional to γdec in eq. (75) is dominated by temperatures T ∼ m˜. The solution is2
Y3/2 = Y
eq
3/2

1− exp

−Y sc3/2 + Y dec3/2
Y eq3/2



 ≃ min (Y sc3/2 + Y dec3/2 , Y eq3/2
)
(76)
Y eq3/2 =
135ζ(3)
4π4g∗
≃ 2× 10−3 (77)
Y sc3/2 =
γsc
Hs
∣∣∣∣
T=TR
=

1 + M2g˜
12m23/2

( TR
1010GeV
) [
228.75
g∗(TR)
]3/2
1.0× 10−12 (78)
Y dec3/2 =
135
4π3
N∑
i=1
Γidec
g∗H
∣∣∣∣∣
T=m˜i
=
(
m˜
TeV
)3 (GeV
m3/2
)2 [
228.75
g∗(m˜)
]3/2 (
N
46
)
1.2× 10−13. (79)
The sum in eq. (79) is over all supersymmetric particles such that m3/2 < m˜i < TR. If only
the heavy states of Split Supersymmetry satisfy this relation, then N = 46.
In ordinary supersymmetry, the term Y dec3/2 is negligible, unless the gravitino is extremely
light. In Split Supersymmetry with large m˜, the term Y dec3/2 can easily be the dominant source
of gravitino production.
To proceed in our discussion, we consider different ranges of gravitino masses.
5.1 Case m3/2 >∼ 105 GeV
This is the case in which we have to require Fφ ≪ m3/2, or else anomaly mediation gives
an excessive contribution to gaugino masses. This can be done whenever supersymmetry is
unbroken in the flat limit (MPl →∞), as discussed in sect. 3. In the range ofm3/2 considered
in this section, the gravitino is too heavy to play any role in collider phenomenology. Also,
gravitino decay occurs before the beginning of nucleosynthesis, see eq. (68), and therefore
it is not harmful for the prediction of primordial-element abundances, in contrast to the
ordinary case. However, the gravitino can significantly affect the neutralino relic abundance.
The lightest neutralino χ is stable and it decouples from the thermal bath at a freeze-out
temperature Tf
Tf =
mχ
xf
, xf = 28 + ln

TeVmχ
c
10−2
[
86.25
g∗(Tf)
]1/2
 . (80)
2We are using
∫
∞
0
dzz3K1(z) = 3pi/2.
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Here we have parametrized the non-relativistic χ annihilation cross section as
〈σχvrel〉 = c
m2χ
. (81)
In Split Supersymmetry, c = 3×10−3 for a mostly-higgsino χ, and c = 1×10−2 for a mostly
W -ino χ (including the effects of coannihilation).
If T3/2 > Tf , all gravitino-decay products reach thermal and chemical equilibrium. The χ
relic abundance will be unaffected by the gravitino decay process. We want to investigate the
opposite case, in which the χ produced in gravitino decay are out of chemical equilibrium.
This happens when
T3/2 < Tf ⇒ m3/2 <
(
mχ
TeV
)2/3 [g∗(T3/2)
86.25
]1/6
4.3× 107GeV. (82)
The gravitino decay generates a population of χ with density
Yχ(T3/2) ≡ nχ
s
∣∣∣∣
T=T3/2
= Y3/2
(
T0
T3/2
)3
, (83)
where Y3/2 is given in eq. (76). The factor (T0/T3/2)
3, where T0 is the temperature of
the thermal bath before gravitino decay, takes into account the entropy generated by the
thermalized decay products. We can compute T0 by balancing the energy density before and
after the decay process, and thus by solving the equation
(
T0
T3/2
)3 (
T0
T3/2
+
4Y3/2m3/2
3T3/2
)
= 1. (84)
For small Y3/2, the solution is (T0/T3/2)
3 ≃ 1− Y3/2m3/2/T3/2 and therefore
Yχ(T3/2) ≃ Y3/2
(
1− Y3/2m3/2
T3/2
)
(radiation dominance). (85)
The χ number density is equal to the gravitino number density before decay, and a small
dilution factor due to entropy production appears in Yχ(T3/2).
For sufficiently large TR and low T3/2 or for sufficiently large m˜ and small m3/2, the
universe eventually becomes gravitino-dominated. This happens when
TR >∼
(
m3/2
105GeV
)1/2 [ 10.75
g∗(T3/2)
]1/4
5× 1014GeV for Y sc3/2 > Y dec3/2 ; (86)
m˜ >∼
(
m3/2
105GeV
)5/6 [ 10.75
g∗(T3/2)
]1/12
2× 108GeV for Y dec3/2 > Y sc3/2. (87)
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Then the solution of eq. (84) is (T0/T3/2)
3 ≃ 3T3/2/(4Y3/2m3/2) and therefore
Yχ(T3/2) ≃ 3T3/2
4m3/2
(gravitino dominance). (88)
Indeed, we could have directly obtained this result by noticing that, when the gravitino dom-
inates the universe, all radiation is produced by the decay process and therefore Yχ(T3/2) =
ρrad/(sm3/2), which coincides with eq. (88).
Notice that, if the universe becomes gravitino-dominated, the decay erases any primordial
χ density. Region of parameter space which are ruled out by an excessive dark-matter density,
as obtained by the standard thermal relic-density calculation, can now be reconsidered. Even
if the gravitino never dominates the universe, its entropy production dilutes the primordial Yχ
by a factor (T0/T3/2)
3 ≃ 1− Y3/2m3/2/T3/2. Large entropy production leads to the potential
problem of diluting any cosmic baryon asymmetry produced at temperatures larger than
T3/2. If the gravitino dominates the universe, we necessarily have to invoke a low-temperature
mechanism for baryogenesis.
In balancing the energy density in eq. (84) we have neglected the χ contribution after
gravitino decay. This is appropriate because neutralinos, although out of chemical equilib-
rium, are in kinetic equilibrium, since their rate for elastic scattering with the thermal bath
is larger than the Hubble rate (T 33/2σel > H). This means that the χ will rapidly lose their
kinetic energy, becoming non-relativistic, with an energy density ρχ = mχnχ. Since nχ is
equal to n3/2 before decay, ρχ is about mχ/m3/2 times smaller than the radiation energy
density.
Since we are considering the case T3/2 < Tf , the particles χ produced by the gravitino
decay are out of chemical equilibrium and satisfy the Boltzmann equation
dnχ
dt
+ 3Hnχ = −〈σχvrel〉n2χ. (89)
Using the variable z = T/T3/2, eq. (89) can be written as
dY −1χ
dz
= −β−1, (90)
β ≡ H
s〈σχvrel〉
∣∣∣∣∣
T=T3/2
=
(
mχ
TeV
)2 (105GeV
m3/2
)3/2 (
10−2
c
)[
86.25
g∗(T3/2)
]1/4
8.5× 10−10. (91)
The solution of this differential equation is
Y −1χ (today) = Y
−1
χ (T3/2) + β
−1. (92)
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Figure 1: Case m˜ > TR. The yellow bands correspond to a neutralino density from gravitino
decay 0.094 < Ωχh
2 < 0.129, for c = 3 × 10−3, and mχ = 100GeV or 1 TeV. The region
above the bands leads to an overdensity of dark matter. The red region is excluded by the
nucleosynthesis constraints D/H < 3.6× 10−5 and Yp < 0.249. The dashed line corresponds
to the weaker constraint Yp < 0.253. The region in the bottom-right corner is excluded by
the requirement TR > m3/2.
This result can be easily understood. If nχ〈σχvrel〉 < H at T = T3/2 (i.e. Yχ(T3/2) < β), then
the neutralinos can never annihilate, and their number density is just diluted by expansion,
and therefore Yχ(today) = Yχ(T3/2). On the other hand, if the opposite inequality holds, the
neutralinos will annihilate until their annihilation rate is equal to the expansion rate H , and
thus Yχ(today) = β.
Using today’s ratio of critical density versus entropy density
(
ρch
−2/s
)
today
= 3.5× 10−12TeV, (93)
we obtain
Ωχh
2 =
mχYχ
ρch−2/s
∣∣∣∣∣
today
=
(
mχ
TeV
) [
Y −1χ (T3/2) + β
−1
]−1
2.8× 1011, (94)
where Y −1χ (T3/2) is given by eq. (83).
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We first consider the case m˜ > TR, in which Y
dec
3/2 can be neglected. In fig. 1 we show the
parameter region for which the non-thermal population of neutralinos from gravitino decay
can account for the required dark matter density in a 2-σ range 0.094 < Ωχh
2 < 0.129 [20].
The result shown in fig. 1 is well explained by considering two limiting cases. For Yχ(T3/2) <
β, when χ annihilation is irrelevant, we find
Ωχh
2 =
(
mχ
TeV
)(
TR
1010GeV
)
0.3, (95)
Ωχh
2 < 0.129⇒ TR <
(
TeV
mχ
)
5× 109GeV, (96)
which describes the horizontal branches of the curves in fig. 1. Notice that eq. (95) depends
neither on the microphysics χ interactions nor on the gravitino mass. For an appropriate
value of TR, we can explain the correct dark-matter density for neutralino masses which are
inadequate to give the right thermal abundance.
On the other hand, for Yχ(T3/2) > β we find
Ωχh
2 =
(
mχ
TeV
)3 (105GeV
m3/2
)3/2 (
10−2
c
)[
86.25
g∗(T3/2)
]1/4
2× 102, (97)
Ωχh
2 < 0.129⇒ m3/2 >
(
mχ
TeV
)2 (10−2
c
)2/3 [
86.25
g∗(T3/2)
]1/6
2× 107GeV, (98)
which describes the vertical branches of the curves in fig. 1. This result depends on m3/2
and on the neutralino annihilation cross section, but it is independent on TR and on the
initial gravitino density (as long as it large enough to satisfy Yχ(T3/2) > β). An appropriate
χ relic density can be found for interesting values of m3/2, which are consistent with the
requirement T3/2 < Tdec, see eq. (82).
Next, we consider the mass range
TR > m˜ >
(
TR
1010GeV
)1/3 ( m3/2
105GeV
)2/3
4× 106GeV, (99)
in which Y dec3/2 > Y
sc
3/2, and therefore the gravitino density is independent of TR.
In this case, the parameter region in which neutralinos from gravitino decay can account
for the dark matter in shown in fig. 2. Again, the two branches of the curves can be
simply understood. The vertical branch is given by eqs. (97)–(98), while the oblique branch
corresponds to Yχ(today) ≃ Y dec3/2 and therefore
Ωχh
2 =
(
mχ
TeV
)(
m˜
107GeV
)3 (105GeV
m3/2
)2 (
N
46
)
3 (100)
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Figure 2: Case TR > m˜ > (TR/10
10GeV)1/3(m3/2/10
5GeV)2/34 × 106GeV. The yellow
bands correspond to a neutralino density from gravitino decay 0.094 < Ωχh
2 < 0.129, for
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Yp < 0.253.
Ωχh
2 < 0.129⇒ m˜ <
(
TeV
mχ
)1/3 (
m3/2
105GeV
)2/3 (46
N
)1/3
3× 106GeV. (101)
It is interesting that, under the condition in eq. (99), Ωχ from gravitino decay is completely
determined in terms of the mass parameters of the theory and it does not depend on the
cosmological initial condition parametrized by TR.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate how gravitino decay can lead to the correct dark-matter neu-
tralino density under conditions in which the usual thermal abundance is insufficient. This
has important implications for phenomenological analyses of Split Supersymmetry. Indeed,
we recall that the value of the dark-matter density plays a crucial role in Split Supersym-
metry, since it offers a rationale to relate the gaugino–higgsino masses to the weak scale.
Cases which were excluded by consideration of thermal relic abundances (as an LSP hig-
gsino lighter than 1 TeV or an LSP W-ino lighter than 2 TeV [8]) can be consistent with the
observed amount of dark matter, for appropriate values of m3/2.
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The prospects for direct and indirect dark-matter detection are also affected. Neutrali-
nos with large annihilation cross sections can properly account for the dark matter, be-
cause of gravitino decay. Since squarks are heavy, the only contribution to spin-independent
neutralino-nuclei interactions comes from Higgs-boson exchange [21]. The χ scattering cross
section off a proton is given by
σp =
8
π

GFMWmpµχ
9m2H

2 + 7 ∑
q=u,d,s
f (p)q

 γ


2
=
(
115 GeV
mH
)4
γ2 5.4× 10−43 cm2, (102)
where [22] f (p)u = 0.023, f
(p)
d = 0.034, f
(p)
s = 0.14 and γ measures the Higgs coupling with
the LSP neutralino
γ =
1
g
(g˜uNχ2Nχ4 − g˜dNχ2Nχ3 − g˜′uNχ1Nχ4 + g˜′dNχ1Nχ3) . (103)
Here Nχi are the lightest neutralino components in standard notations and g˜u,d, g˜
′
u,d are the
higgsino couplings (see sect. 6). The coefficient γ vanishes if χ is a pure Higgsino or gaugino
and in the limit µ,M1,2 ≫ MZ becomes (assuming M2 > M1)
γ = cos θWMZ
(g˜′2d + g˜
′2
u )M1 + 2g˜
′
ug˜
′
dµ
g2(µ2 −M21 )
+O
(
M2Z
M21,2
,
M2Z
µ2
)
. (104)
The maximum value of γ is reached when M1 ≃ µ. In this degenerate limit, eq. (104) is no
longer valid, and it is replaced by
γ =
g˜′u + g˜
′
d
2
√
2g
+ cos θW
MZ
8g2
[
2
(g˜d + g˜u)
2
M2 − µ −
(g˜′d − g˜′u)2
µ
]
+O
(
M2Z
M21,2
,
M2Z
µ2
,
M1 − µ
µ
)
. (105)
The second term in the expansion is actually numerically important because it is enhanced
with respect to the leading term by a coefficient 1/ tan θW . Notice that the maximal value
of γ, given by eq. (105), is actually achieved in a large portion of the parameter space of
Split Supersymmetry, leading to an appropriate dark-matter thermal abundance [8]. This is
because an efficient annihilation rate approximately requires M1 ≃ µ. In fig. 3 we show the
spin-independent χ scattering cross section off protons, without requiring any constraints
on Ωχ and therefore assuming that gravitino decay accounts for the correct value of Ωχ.
The rate is within the reach of future experiments, which can reach 10−44–10−45 cm2 for
mχ < 1TeV.
We also want to stress that the gravitino decay process does not weaken the link between
neutralino masses and the weak scale. This link is based on the upper bound on the χ mass
derived by the requirement that the thermal relic abundance (for s-wave annihilation)
(
Ωχh
2
)
th
=
(
mχ
TeV
)2 (10−2
c
)(
xf
28
) [
86.25
g∗(Tf )
]1/2
3× 10−2 (106)
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Figure 3: The maximum value of the spin-independent χ scattering cross section off protons,
as a function of the Higgs mass mH and for two values of mχ. We have assumed eq. (121)
at the chargino mass scale, and taken tanβ = 10. No constraints on Ωχ are used, assuming
that gravitino decay accounts for the correct value of Ωχ.
does not exceed the observed value. The requirement (Ωχh
2)th < 0.129 gives
mχ <
(
c
10−2
)1/2 (28
xf
)1/2 [
g∗(Tf)
86.25
]1/4
2TeV, (107)
where c and xf are defined in eqs. (80)–(81). The value of the non-thermal Ωχ computed
in this section has to be added to the thermal result in eq. (106) and therefore it can only
lead to an upper bound on mχ which is stronger than eq. (107). Even in the case in which
the gravitino dominates the universe and dilutes the initial χ abundance, the upper bound
on mχ is tightened. Indeed, for a gravitino-dominated universe, eq. (97) applies. Then we
can interpret eq. (98) as an upper bound on mχ, as a function of m3/2. This bound becomes
less stringent as m3/2 grows, but a maximum allowed value of m3/2 is determined by the
condition T3/2 < Tf in eq. (82). For the value of m3/2 corresponding to T3/2 = Tf we find an
upper bound on mχ which coincides with eq. (107), while for other values of m3/2 the bound
is stronger. The only exception in which the neutralino mass could be much larger than the
value determined by eq. (107) occurs in the extreme case when TR is of the order of Tf [23].
5.2 Case mχ < m3/2 <∼ 105 GeV
In this m3/2 range, the anomaly-mediated contributions to soft masses are acceptable and
they can actually account for the entire values of gaugino masses, since they give [24] M1 ≃
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m3/2/100,M2 ≃ m3/2/300 andMg˜ ≃ m3/2/40. The collider phenomenology is then analogous
to the one of anomaly mediation, but with two very significant differences. Squarks and
sleptons can be much heavier than gauginos and higgsinos, depending on the value of M∗.
The parameter µ is not determined by electroweak symmetry breaking to be larger than M2
and therefore the lightest supersymmetric particle could be a higgsino, or have a higgsino
component.
The gravitino lifetime τ3/2 is long enough to affect the nucleosynthesis predictions. For the
values of τ3/2 considered in this section, the strongest bounds come from hadronic gravitino
decays [25, 26, 27], while decays into photons [28, 29] play no role. This is because, injected
photons have a high probability of scattering off background electrons and photons, still very
numerous at this stage of nucleosynthesis, and they thermalize before having the chance of
photo-dissociating recently-created nuclei. But, since we are considering the casem3/2 > Mg˜,
we expect that the gravitinos decay into hadrons with a branching fraction of order unity,
and therefore we turn to discuss the nucleosynthesis limits from hadronic decay modes.
In the region 10TeV <∼ m3/2 <∼ 100TeV (30 sec >∼ τ3/2 >∼ 3×10−2 sec), quarks and gluons
produced by gravitino decay quickly hadronize, and the hadrons lose their kinetic energy by
scattering off background electrons and photons without causing hadro-dissociation of nuclei.
However, there can still be an effect on nucleosynthesis, because the slowed-down hadrons
interact with ambient nucleons, converting neutrons into protons and viceversa. This will
change the ratio n/p, which was fixed after weak interactions have frozen out. Since protons
are more abundant than neutrons, the gravitino decay products will increase the ratio n/p
and therefore the predicted 4He fraction. Using the results presented in ref. [27], we set the
bounds on TR in fig. 1 and on m˜ in fig. 2 which correspond to a 95% CL limit on the
4He
fraction Yp < 0.249 [30]. To illustrate the strong sensitivity of these bounds on Yp, we also
show in figs. 1 and 2 the weaker limit corresponding to Yp < 0.253, obtained from the study
in ref. [31].
In the region 1TeV <∼ m3/2 <∼ 10TeV (3000 sec >∼ τ3/2 >∼ 30 sec), injected hadrons can
directly destroy nuclei. In particular, hadro-dissociation of 4He leads to an overabundance of
deuterium. Using a 95% CL limit D/H < 3.6× 10−5 [32] and the calculation of ref. [27], we
obtain the bounds shown in figs. 1 and 2. Notice that in our case photo-dissociation of 4He
is irrelevant, since it starts to be effective only after about 105 seconds [29]. Overproduction
of 6Li by hadro-dissociation starts to become competitive with the bounds from deuterium
only for m3/2 close to 1 TeV.
From the results shown in figs. 1 and 2, it is apparent that nucleosynthesis provides strong
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constraints on TR and m˜. In particular, from this bound we infer that, in the range of m3/2
considered in this section, the gravitino decay process cannot generate a neutralino density
sufficient to explain the dark matter. In this case, the appropriate value of Ωχh
2 has to be
generated by the neutralino thermal relic abundance.
5.3 Case m3/2 < mχ
In this mass region, the gravitino is the LSP. In the absence of R-parity breaking, it is stable
and its contribution to the present energy density is
Ω3/2h
2 =
m3/2Y3/2
(ρch−2/s)today
, (108)
where Y3/2 is given in eq. (76) and today’s ratio of critical density to entropy is given in
eq. (93). The abundance Y3/2 has three distinct behaviors. If TR or m˜ are large enough,
gravitinos go in equilibrium and
Ω3/2h
2 =
(
m3/2
keV
)(
228.75
g∗
)
0.5 for Y3/2 = Y
eq
3/2, (109)
Ω3/2h
2 < 0.129⇒ m3/2 <
(
g∗
228.75
)
0.3 keV. (110)
Here g∗ has to be computed at the gravitino decoupling temperature. If eq. (99) holds, than
the decay processes dominate the gravitino density and
Ω3/2h
2 =
(
m˜
TeV
)3 (MeV
m3/2
) [
228.75
g∗(m˜)
]3/2 (
N
46
)
3× 10−2 for Y3/2 = Y dec3/2 , (111)
Ω3/2h
2 < 0.129⇒ m˜ <
(
m3/2
MeV
)1/3 [ g∗(m˜)
228.75
]1/2 (
46
N
)1/3
2TeV. (112)
Otherwise, the scattering processes dominate the gravitino production and
Ω3/2h
2 =
(
MeV
m3/2
)(
Mg˜
TeV
)2 ( TR
1010GeV
) [
228.75
g∗(TR)
]3/2
2× 104 for Y3/2 = Y sc3/2, (113)
Ω3/2h
2 < 0.129⇒ TR <
(
m3/2
MeV
)(
TeV
Mg˜
)2 [
g∗(TR)
228.75
]3/2
5× 104GeV. (114)
Finally the decay of the next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle (NLSP) provides an addi-
tional source of relic gravitinos,
Ω3/2h
2 =
m3/2
mχ
(
Ωχh
2
)
th
for NLSP decay, (115)
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Ω3/2h
2 < 0.129⇒ m3/2 <
(
TeV
mχ
)(
c
10−2
)(
28
xf
)[
g∗(Tf)
86.25
]1/2
4× 103GeV. (116)
We have used the thermal abundance of NLSP (Ωχh
2)th given by eq. (106). Around the
inflationary epoch, other sources of non-thermal gravitino production can be present [33], like
the effect of the classical gravitational background on the vacuum state during the evolution
of the universe. We will ignore here these mechanisms, which are more model-dependent.
The limits from eqs. (112) and (114) become very stringent for small gravitino masses.
Of course, whenever the inequalities are nearly saturated, then gravitinos can account for
the dark matter. However if gravitinos, rather than neutralinos, form the dark matter, then
we lose the connection between the higgsino-gaugino masses and the weak scale, which is a
critical ingredient of Split Supersymmetry.
Actually an upper bound on mχ persists, even when the gravitino is the dark matter
particle. Indeed, Ω3/2 from NLSP decays scales like Ω3/2 ∝ m3/2mχ, see eq. (115). Large
values of mχ require small values of m3/2 to avoid an excessive gravitino dark-matter density.
On the other hand, the contribution to the gravitino energy density from thermal processes
scales like Ω3/2 ∝ m−13/2, see eqs. (111) and (113), and a small m3/2 gives an excessive Ω3/2.
Depending on the value of TR and m˜, the upper bound on mχ can be very restrictive.
However, it is not sufficient to unescapably tie the gaugino-higgsino masses to the weak
scale. For instance, in the extreme case m˜ > TR ∼ Mg˜ ∼ mχ, a dark-matter gravitino of
about 10 GeV is compatible with mχ as large as 100 TeV.
The NLSP lifetime
τχ =
48πM2Plm
2
3/2
m5χ
=
(
m3/2
MeV
)2 (TeV
mχ
)5
6× 10−7 sec (117)
has a strong dependence on mχ and m3/2, but the decay can occur at late times and affect
nucleosynthesis predictions and the cosmic microwave background. Large ranges of param-
eters are excluded [27, 29, 34]. In particular, the case of a weak-scale gravitino is ruled out
as a dark-matter candidate for a neutralino NLSP [35].
5.4 Collider Phenomenology for Gravitino LSP
The collider phenomenology with a gravitino LSP can be quite different than in ordinary
low-energy supersymmetry, if the NLSP decay occurs within measurable distances. The
NLSP can decay into γ, Z, or H and missing energy. The signals will be similar to those of
gauge mediation [36], in the limit of heavy scalars.
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A peculiarity of Split Supersymmetry, in the light-gravitino scenario, is represented by
the gluino. Although the gluino is not the LSP, its dominant decay mode could be into
gravitinos. Indeed, the decay width into gravitinos G˜ is
Γ
(
g˜ → gG˜
)
=
M5g˜
16πM2Plm
2
3/2
(
1− m
2
3/2
M2g˜
)3 (
1 + 3
m23/2
M2g˜
)
. (118)
The ordinary gluino decay is suppressed by the large value of m˜ and by the 3-body phase
space,
Γ (g˜ → qq¯χ) = ααsNM
5
g˜
192π sin2 θW m˜4
. (119)
Here N is a factor which appropriately counts all decay channels into different quarks and
charginos or neutralinos. For m3/2 ≃ m˜2/MPl and m3/2 < Mg˜, the dominant decay mode
is g˜ → gG˜, and each gluino leads to a single jet with characteristic energy distribution.
The same final state could be mimicked, in a theory with heavy gravitino, by the radiative
process g˜ → gχ, where χ is the neutralino LSP. Such process is induced by the one-loop
generated operator χ¯σµνγ5g˜
aGaµν , where γ5 arises because of the Majorana nature of g˜ and
χ. This operator is C (and P) odd, and therefore it is not generated when left and right
squarks are mass degenerate. Therefore, we expect a certain suppression. When the decay
mode g˜ → gG˜ dominates over the tree-level 3-body process, it is also dominant with respect
to the one-loop 2-body decay. A dominant gluino decay into a single jet and missing energy
is a very distinctive signature of Split Supersymmetry with direct mediation.
6 CP Violation and Electric Dipole Moments
Split Supersymmetry resolves the difficulties with flavour and CP violation, encountered in
generic supersymmetric models, because squarks and sleptons are taken to be very heavy,
with masses of the order of m˜. Nevertheless, the effective theory below m˜ still contains
physical CP-violating phases.
Consider the interaction Lagrangian of higgsinos (H˜u,d), W-ino (W˜ ) and B-ino (B˜) with
the Higgs doublet H
− L = M2
2
W˜ aW˜ a +
M1
2
B˜B˜ + µH˜Tu ǫH˜d
+
H†√
2
(
g˜uσ
aW˜ a + g˜′uB˜
)
H˜u +
HT ǫ√
2
(
−g˜dσaW˜ a + g˜′dB˜
)
H˜d + h.c., (120)
where ǫ = iσ2 and, at the scale m˜,
g˜(′)u = g
(′) sin β, g˜
(′)
d = g
(′) cosβ. (121)
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The gaugino and higgsino masses M1,2 and µ are, in general, complex parameters. They
can all be made real by a field redefinition. However, the phase redefinition of gauginos and
higgsinos will induce two independent phases in the couplings g˜u and g˜d (and analogously
in g˜′u,d). There is still the freedom to transform H → eiαH , H˜u → eiβH˜u, H˜d → e−iβH˜d,
without reintroducing phases in M1,2 and µ. However, this will induce the transformations
g˜u → ei(β−α)g˜u, g˜d → ei(α−β)g˜d, and therefore only one of the two independent phases can be
eliminated. In conclusion, the two quantities Im(g˜∗ug˜
∗
dM2µ) and Im(g˜
′∗
u g˜
′∗
dM1µ) are invariant
under any field-phase redefinition and therefore correspond to physical CP-violating effects3.
In most models of supersymmetry breaking, the phases of the different gaugino masses M1,2
are equal, and therefore there is actually a single CP-violating invariant. Notice also that
the invariants vanish in the limit in which M1,2 and µ have opposite phases (in the notation
of eq. (120) above) or when either g˜u or g˜d are absent (as it is approximately true in the
limit of large tanβ).
The new phases are in the chargino–neutralino sector which does not couple at tree level
to quarks and leptons, and therefore CP violation in processes involving SM fermions occurs
only at two loops. The most interesting effect appears in the fermion electric dipole moments
(EDM). These are induced by the effective operator f¯σµνγ5fF
µν , where f is a generic fermion
(f = e for the electron EDM, and f = u, d, s for the neutron EDM). As gluinos carry no
phases, there are no contributions from either chromomagnetic or 3-gluon operators [37] at
the leading order.
The fermion EDM is generated by the two-loop diagrams shown in fig. 4. Other diagrams
can also be constructed, by replacing the γ and H internal lines with various combinations
of Higgs and weak gauge bosons [38]. However, the diagrams shown in fig. 4 form a gauge-
invariant set which is expected to give the leading contribution. In particular, notice that
diagrams with Z bosons give a contribution to the electron EDM which is suppressed by the
Z vector coupling proportional to 1 − 4 sin2 θW . The contribution of the diagrams in fig. 4
to the EDM df of a fermion with electric charge Qf and mass mf is
df
e
=
αQfmfgKQED
32
√
2π3MWm2H
Im
2∑
i=1
(g˜∗dUi2Vi1 + g˜
∗
uUi1Vi2)mχ+i
f

 m2H
m2
χ+i

 (122)
f(x) =
2
√
x√
x− 4
[
ln x ln
√
x− 4 +√x√
x− 4−√x + Li2
(
2
√
x√
x−√x− 4
)
− Li2
(
2
√
x√
x+
√
x− 4
)]
3If the heavy Higgs fields integrated out at the scale m˜ violate CP, the couplings g˜
(′)
u and g˜
(′)
d
can in prin-
ciple have independent phases. In this case, there is a third CP-violating invariant, given by Im(g˜ug˜
′∗
u g˜
∗
d
g˜′
d
).
However, this invariant vanishes, if the CP violation appears only in the parameter β defined in eq. (121)
since, in this case, arg(g˜u) = arg(g˜
′
u
) and arg(g˜d) = arg(g˜
′
d
).
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Figure 4: Feynman diagrams contributing to the fermion EDM in Split Supersymmetry.
To better illustrate the structure of the interactions, we consider current eigenstates with
insertions ofM2, µ, and 〈H〉 denoted by crosses. Two other diagrams with reversed directions
of chargino arrows are not shown.
= (2− ln x) x+
(
5
3
− ln x
)
x2
6
+O(x3). (123)
Here KQED is the leading-logarithm QED correction in the running from the scale of the
heavy particles to mf (or mn for the neutron EDM) [39]
KQED = 1− 4α
π
ln
mH
mf
. (124)
We work in a general basis in which g˜u, g˜d, M2, and µ are all complex. The matrices U and
V are defined such that U∗Mχ+V † is diagonal with real and positive entries, where Mχ+ is
the chargino mass matrix
Mχ+ =
(
M2
√
2MW g˜u/g√
2MW g˜d/g µ
)
. (125)
We can explicitly write the matrices U and V as
U =
(
cRe
iφ1 sRe
i(φ1−δR)
−sReiφ2 cRei(φ2−δR)
)
V =
(
cL sLe
−iδL
−sL cLe−iδL
)
(126)
tan 2θL,R =
2|XL,R|
1 + |XR,L|2 − |XL,R|2 , e
iδL,R =
XL,R
|XL,R| , (127)
XL =
√
2MW (g˜
∗
uM2 + g˜dµ
∗)
g(|M2|2 − |µ|2) , XR =
√
2MW (g˜
∗
dM2 + g˜uµ
∗)
g(|M2|2 − |µ|2) , (128)
where sL,R ≡ sin θL,R and cL,R ≡ cos θL,R. The phases φ1 and φ2 are chosen such that mχ+i
are real and positive. Using the diagonalization properties of the matrices U and V , we
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obtain our final expression for the fermion EDM:
df
e
=
αQfmfgKQED
32
√
2π3MWm2H
Im
(
g˜∗dcLsRe
−iδR + g˜∗ucRsLe
−iδL
)
eiφ1mχ+
1

f

m2H
m2
χ+
1

− f

m2H
m2
χ+
2



 .
(129)
Notice that df vanishes if mχ+
1
= mχ+
2
. Indeed, if the two mass eigenvalues are equal, than
|XL| = |XR| = 0, and this implies that the CP invariant Im(g˜∗ug˜∗dM2µ) vanishes.
To have a better understanding of this result, we expand eq. (129) in small XL,R. This
expansion is valid for chargino masses larger thanMW , and not degenerate (|M2−µ| > MW ).
In this case, we have sL,R ≃ |XL,R|, exp(iφ1) ≃M2/|M2|, mχ+
1
= |M2| and mχ+
2
= |µ|. Thus
df
e
=
αQfmfKQEDIm(g˜
∗
ug˜
∗
dM2µ)
16π3m2H(|M2|2 − |µ|2)
[
f
(
m2H
|M2|2
)
− f
(
m2H
|µ|2
)]
+O
(
M2W
|M2µ|
)
(130)
Notice that eq. (130) is exactly proportional to the CP-violating invariant. We can further
simplify the result by considering the limit |M2|, |µ| > mH :
df
e
= −αQfmfKQEDg˜ug˜d sin Φ
16π3M2µ
(
ln
M2µ
m2H
+ 2 +
M22 + µ
2
M22 − µ2
ln
µ
M2
)
+O
(
M2W
M2µ
,
m2H
M2µ
)
. (131)
Here (and in the following) all variables indicate the absolute value of the corresponding
quantity and Φ = arg(g˜∗ug˜
∗
dM2µ).
The result in eq. (131) can be rederived with a simple argument. By making a chiral
rotation of the chargino fields we can eliminate all phases in the mass matrix in eq. (125).
Since this transformation is anomalous, it generates a term in the Lagrangian
e2
16π2
arg (detMχ+)FµνF˜ µν . (132)
We can expand arg(detMχ+) in powers of the Higgs background field usingMW → g|H|/
√
2
in eq. (125),
arg [detMχ+(H)] = arg(M2µ) + g˜ug˜d sinΦ
M2µ
H†H +O(H4). (133)
Therefore, the chiral rotation has induced the operator
OH = cH
Λ2
H†HFµνF˜
µν , (134)
cH =
α
4π
g˜ug˜d sin Φ, Λ
2 =M2µ. (135)
Through QED renormalization, the operator OH mixes with the EDM operator [40], gener-
ating
df
e
= −QfmfcH
4π2Λ2
ln
Λ2
m2H
. (136)
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Figure 5: The prediction of the electron EDM in Split Supersymmetry. We plot
de/(sinΦ sin 2β) as a function of the lightest chargino mass mχ+
1
. The CP-violating phase is
Φ = arg(g˜∗ug˜
∗
dM2µ) and we have used eq. (121) at the chargino mass scale. Solid lines corre-
spond to mH = 120GeV and dashed lines to mH = 160GeV. The top two lines correspond
to mχ+
2
/mχ+
1
= 1.5 and the bottom two lines to mχ+
2
/mχ+
1
= 4. The horizontal line shows
the present limit de < 1.7× 10−27 e cm at 95% CL [41].
This correctly reproduces the leading-logarithm behaviour of eq. (131).
The prediction for the electron EDM in Split Supersymmetry is shown in fig. 5, taking
the relations in eq. (121) to be approximately valid at the chargino mass scale. The deviation
from a straight-line behaviour of the curves in fig. 5 is a result of the logarithmic enhancement
explained above. For weak-scale chargino masses and a maximal CP-violating phase, the
result is very close to the present experimental limit de < 1.7× 10−27 e cm at 95% CL [41].
In ordinary low-energy supersymmetry, EDMs are generated at one loop and therefore small
phases ( <∼ 10−2) are necessary to reconcile theory with experiments. Because of the two-loop
suppression, Split Supersymmetry makes the exciting prediction that EDMs are on the verge
of being experimentally tested, if phases take their most natural value of order unity.
EDM experiments are therefore at the frontier of testing Split Supersymmetry. They may
reveal hints of new physics even before the start of the LHC. Ongoing and next generation
experiments plan to improve the EDM sensitivity by several orders of magnitude within
a few years. For example, DeMille and his Yale group [42] will use the molecule PbO to
improve the sensitivity of the electron EDM to 10−29 e cm within three years, and possibly
to 10−31 e cm within five years. Lamoreaux and his Los Alamos group [43] developed a
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solid state technique that can improve the sensitivity to the electron EDM by 104 to reach
10−31 e cm. By operating at a lower temperature it is feasible to eventually reach a sensitivity
of 10−35 e cm, an improvement of eight orders of magnitude over the present sensitivity. The
time scale for these is uncertain, as it is tied to funding prospects. Semertzidis and his
Brookhaven group [44] plan to trap muons in storage rings and increase the sensitivity
of their EDM measurement by five orders of magnitude. A new measurement has been
presented by the Sussex group [45]. A number of other experiments aim for an improvement
in sensitivity by one or two orders of magnitude, and involve nuclear EDMs.
Improving the EDM measurements by two or more orders of magnitude will test Split
Supersymmetry as well as traditional supersymmetric unified theories with low-energy su-
persymmetry. In the latter, even if all the soft supersymmetry breaking terms are real and
consequently do not give rise to CP-violation, the normal Kobayashi-Maskawa phase can
be transmitted from the quark to the lepton sector because of quark-lepton unification. In
addition, the large flavor breaking, mostly due to the large top mass, results in non-universal
slepton and squark mass matrices [46]. As a result, these theories predict electron and quark
EDMs near the present limits. Improvement of the sensitivity by two or more orders of
magnitude will be a significant test of these theories.
In Split Supersymmetry, CP violation in SM-fermion processes occurs only at two loops.
However, since charginos and neutralinos have tree-level couplings with Higgs and gauge
bosons, we expect one-loop CP violation in processes involving H , W , Z and γ. One such
process is the CP-violating Higgs decay into two photons, generated by the operator in
eq. (134). The rate is
Γ(H → γγ)CP−
Γ(H → γγ)CP+
=
(
Im I
Re I
)2
, (137)
I =
4
3
F1/2
(
4m2t
m2H
)
+ F1
(
4M2W
m2H
)
+
√
2
g
2∑
i=1
(g˜∗dUi2Vi1 + g˜
∗
uUi1Vi2)
MW
mχ+i
F1/2

4m2χ+i
m2H

 , (138)
F1/2(x) = −2x

1 + (1− x)
(
arcsin
1√
x
)2 , (139)
F1(x) = 2 + 3x

1 + (2− x)
(
arcsin
1√
x
)2 . (140)
Using the same procedure we followed for the EDM, we can simplify eq. (138) in the limit
of heavy, but non-degenerate, charginos. For mH < 2MW , we obtain
ImI =
4M2W g˜ug˜dM2µ sinΦ
g2(M22 − µ2)
[
M−22 F1/2
(
4M22
m2H
)
− µ−2F1/2
(
4µ2
m2H
)]
+O
(
M2W
M2µ
)
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Figure 6: Γ(H → γγ)CP−/Γ(H → γγ)CP+ as a function of the Higgs mass. We take sin Φ = 1
with Φ = arg(g˜∗ug˜
∗
dM2µ) and sin 2β = 1 using eq. (121) at the chargino mass scale. The top
line corresponds to mχ+
1
= 100GeV and mχ+
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= 150GeV and mχ+
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16M2W g˜ug˜d sinΦ
3g2M2µ
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(
M2W
M2µ
,
m2H
M2µ
)
. (141)
In fig. 6 we show the ratio Γ(H → γγ)CP−/Γ(H → γγ)CP+ , which takes interesting values
for light charginos. The scaling with chargino masses of the result shown in fig. 6 can be
easily read from eq. (141).
Measurements of the polarization of the photons from Higgs decay is experimentally
challenging. However, the CP quantum number of the Higgs boson can be measured at a
γγ collider [47]. The Higgs production amplitude in the photon-fusion CP-even channel is
proportional ~ǫ1 ·~ǫ2, where ~ǫ1,2 are the polarization vectors of the two photon beams. On the
other hand, the amplitude in the CP-odd channel is proportional to ~ǫ1 × ~ǫ2 · ~kγ , where ~kγ
is the photon momentum. By varying the linear polarization of the colliding photon beams,
one can test the existence of the CP-odd Higgs-photon couplings induced by the chargino
loop. In Split Supersymmetry the prospects are particularly favorable, since phases of order
one are presently allowed. Also notice that in Split Supersymmetry we have a one-to-one
relation between the prediction of the EDM and of the CP-violating Higgs decay.
If charginos and neutralinos are produced at colliders, experiments can directly test the
presence of CP-violating phases. One effect of these phases is to modify the relations between
model parameters and observables, even for CP-conserving processes. Comparison between
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masses, cross sections and distributions can single out the need to introduce phases for
the underlying parameters. However, it will be crucial to test the phases in CP-violating
processes. At a linear collider, one can study asymmetries in the CP-odd spin-momentum
product ~sχi · ~ke− × ~kχi in e+e− → χiχj (for a recent study see [48] and references therein).
In Split Supersymmetry, we can take advantage of the order-unity phases allowed by EDM,
but we lack the tree-level interference with amplitudes induced by slepton exchange.
7 Proton Decay
In this section we discuss proton decay in Split Supersymmetry with SU(5) unification.
The contribution from the model-dependent dimension-5 operator is suppressed by four
powers of the supersymmetry-breaking scale m˜ and is subdominant for m˜ >∼ 100TeV, if (as
is commonly assumed) the amplitude is suppressed by two light quark/lepton masses. In
Split Supersymmetry the dimension-5 p-decay operator does not need to be suppressed by
light fermion masses, since the heavy squarks can provide an adequate suppression. This
can allow for new theoretical possibilities. For example, Yukawa couplings (flavor) can
originate in the right-handed fermion sector and there will be no mass suppressions associated
with the dimension-5 operator qqqℓ, constructed out of only left-handed fermions. In such
theories the dimension-5 p-decay would depend on the masses of left-handed squarks and
gaugino/higgsinos, and would be highly model-dependent. We now focus on the dimension-6
operator contribution from heavy gauge-boson exchange, which is model independent.
The dominant decay mode is p→ e+π0 and the decay width is [49]
τ−1p ≡ Γ(p→ e+π0) =
πmp
4f 2pi
α2N(1 +D + F )
2
(
αGUT
M2V
)2 [
A2R + A
2
L
(
1 + |Vud|2
)2]
, (142)
where MV is the GUT gauge-boson mass and αGUT is the unification coupling. Also, fpi =
131MeV is the pion decay constant, (1+D+F ) = 2.25 is the chiral Lagrangian factor and we
use the lattice result αN = 0.015GeV
3 for the hadronic matrix element parameter αN [50].
Note that the lattice determination is 3–5 times larger than the smallest estimate among
QCD model calculations. The factors AL, AR account for the leading-log renormalization of
the operators OL = (u†cσµq1)(e†cσµq1), OR = (u†cσµq1)(d†cσµℓ1) (in Weyl notation). They can
be decomposed into four parts,
AL,R = AQCDA
L,R
SM A
L,R
SSSMA
L,R
MSSM . (143)
The factor AQCD accounts for the QCD renormalization-group evolution below MZ . Since
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the matrix elements are evaluated at the scale Q = 2.3GeV, we have
AQCD =
[
α3(mb)
α3(MZ)
] 6
23
[
α3(Q)
α3(mb)
] 6
25
≃ 1.25 . (144)
The SM running up to the R-breaking scale (gaugino and higgsino masses) and the subse-
quent running up to the supersymmetry breaking scale m˜ give [51]
ALSM,SSSM =
[
α3(m˜)
α3(MZ)
] 2
b3
[
α2(m˜)
α2(MZ)
] 9
4b2
[
α1(m˜)
α1(MZ)
] 23
20b1
(145)
ARSM,SSSM =
[
α3(m˜)
α3(MZ)
] 2
b3
[
α2(m˜)
α2(MZ)
] 9
4b2
[
α1(m˜)
α1(MZ)
] 11
20b1
. (146)
Here bi are the β-function coefficients bi = −8π2dg−i 2/d lnµ and (b1, b2, b3)SM = (41/10,−19/6,−7)
and (b1, b2, b3)SSSM = (9/2,−7/6,−5). Above the supersymmetry breaking scale m˜, the 4-
fermion operators mix with their supersymmetric analogs involving scalars, giving [52] (the
U(1) coefficients have been calculated in ref. [53])
ALMSSM =
[
α3(MGUT)
α3(m˜)
] 4
3b3
[
α2(MGUT)
α2(m˜)
] 3
2b3
[
α1(MGUT)
α1(m˜)
] 23
30b1
(147)
ARMSSM =
[
α3(MGUT)
α3(m˜)
] 4
3b3
[
α2(MGUT)
α2(m˜)
] 3
2b3
[
α1(MGUT)
α1(m˜)
] 11
30b1
, (148)
with (b1, b2, b3)MSSM = (33/5, 1,−3). The expressions above can be further factorized in
order to take into account the thresholds at the EW, R, supersymmetry and SU(5) breaking
scales. The appropriate β-function coefficients can be found in Table 1.
The proton decay rate crucially depends on the GUT gauge-boson mass MV and on the
unified gauge coupling αGUT at that scale. The two-loop determination of those quantities
can be found in ref. [8]. The corresponding prediction for the proton lifetime is shown in
fig. 7, lowest panel, as a contour plot in the m˜-M2 plane. We have used µ = M2 and
we have obtained M3 from M2(MGUT) = M3(MGUT). The 1σ and 2σ constraints from
α3(MZ) = 0.119± 0.003 are also shown. Possible GUT thresholds have been neglected.
The prediction in fig. 7 can be compared with the present 90% CL limit from SK, τ(p→
e+π0) > 5.0 × 1033 yr [54], with the expected sensitivity after 10 SK live-years, τ(p →
e+π0) >∼ 1034 yr, and with the expected sensitivity at the next generation of water Cherenkov
experiments [55, 56, 57]. For example, a 650 kton UNO-like experiment could reach a
sensitivity of 1.6× 1035 yr in 10 years of running [58].
The dependence of the p-decay rate on m˜ is quite mild. Actually, at one loop, MGUT
depends on m˜ only through the heavy Higgs contribution to the β-functions. This has
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the effect of decreasing MGUT [8] and therefore of enhancing the p-decay rate. However,
the effect of MGUT is partially compensated by the smaller values of αGUT found in Split
Supersymmetry [8]. Notice that additional matter in complete SU(5) representations at
intermediate scales has no effect on MGUT, but increases αGUT. Therefore, a shorter proton
lifetime will be found, for instance, in models with intermediate messenger particles, as in
gauge mediation or in models with direct mediation, as discussed in sect. 4. We will comment
on this possibility at the end of this section.
The proton lifetime becomes shorter as the value ofM2 increases. Therefore proton-decay
searches can be viewed as complementary to direct searches at accelerators, although they
have a rather modest reach in parameter space. This figure shows that a correct value of α3
implies an upper limit on M2 and a lower limit on τp. As a consequence, larger values of M2
and shorter proton lifetimes are allowed for lower values of m˜.
We now investigate the effect of three types of thresholds corrections.
• R-breaking scale thresholds due to µ 6=M2.
• supersymmetry-breaking scale thresholds associated to a non-degeneracy among the sfermion
masses or between the sfermion masses and the heavy Higgs mass mH (the latter will turn
out not to play a role at 1 loop). For simplicity, we will assume that all squarks and all
sleptons are separately degenerate with common masses mq˜, ml˜ respectively.
• SU(5)-breaking scale thresholds. We will consider the effect of the heavy SU(5) vector su-
perfields with mass MV , of the color triplet partners of the Higgs doublets with mass MHC ,
and of an adjoint SU(5)-breaking chiral superfield with mass MΣ.
The one-loop thresholds can be incorporated in the 2-loop evolution of the gauge cou-
plings by using the following matching conditions at the scales MV , mH and M2:
1
αi(MV−) =
1
αi(MV+)
+
bHCi
2π
ln
MV
MHC
+
bΣi
2π
ln
MV
MΣ
1
αi(mH−) =
1
αi(mH+)
+
bq˜i
2π
ln
ml˜
mq˜
+
bf˜i
2π
ln
mH
ml˜
(149)
1
αi(M2−) =
1
αi(M2+)
+
bH˜i
2π
ln
M2
µ
.
Here, bxi represents the contribution of the particle x to the β-function coefficient of the
gauge coupling gi. The numerical values are listed in Table 1. The coefficients bf˜ = (2, 2, 2)
are associated to the whole set of sfermions, in a full SU(5) representation. Therefore, the
ln(mH/ml˜) term does not enter the determination of MV and α3 at one loop.
An analytic understanding of the threshold effects on the determination of MGUT and α3
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x H˜ W˜ G˜ H q˜ l˜ V HC Σ
bx1 2/5 0 0 1/10 11/10 9/10 -10 2/5 0
bx2 2/3 4/3 0 1/6 3/2 1/2 -6 0 2
bx3 0 0 2 0 2 0 -4 1 3
Table 1: Contributions to the β-function coefficients from particle x. The β-function coeffi-
cients for a theory with the particle content of SM +{x} (where {x} describes the set of new
particles) are obtained by the relation bi = b
SM
i +
∑
x b
x
i , where b
SM
i = (41/10,−19/6,−7)
and bxi are given in the table.
can be easily gained in the one loop approximation,
δ lnMV = − 1
14
ln
MV
MHC
+
5
14
ln
MV
MΣ
+
1
14
ln
ml˜
mq˜
+
1
21
ln
M2
µ
δα−13 =
1
2π
(
9
7
ln
MV
MHC
− 3
7
ln
MV
MΣ
+
3
14
ln
ml˜
mq˜
− 6
7
ln
M2
µ
)
, (150)
δα−1GUT = −
1
2π
(
− 1
14
log
MV
MHC
+
33
14
log
MV
MΣ
+
11
7
log
ml˜
mq˜
+
5
7
log
M2
µ
+ 2 log
mH
ml˜
)
where δx denotes the contribution to x due to the thresholds. A positive contribution δα−13
lowers the α3 bands in fig. 7, while a positive contribution δ lnMV rises the lifetime contours.
This result is evident in the figures, which however contains the full 2-loop effects.
From the first panel of fig. 7 we observe that the Higgs triplet has a significant effect
on α3, and a limited effect on τp. For heavy HC , it is possible to obtain τp < 10
35 yr,
but only at the price of very heavy gauginos. The second panel of fig. 7 shows that Σ
has a considerable effect on τp, but not on α3. For a heavy Σ, proton decay is well within
the reach of a megaton water Cherenkov experiment, even for gaugino masses accessible
to the LHC and CLIC. The third panel shows that having squarks heavier than sleptons
improves the chances for proton-decay searches. We should remark however that squarks
much heavier than sleptons is not consistent with the simplest unification relations. The
fourth panel illustrates how a threshold with higgsinos lighter than gauginos modifies the α3
prediction, allowing for larger proton-decay rates. The latter plot illustrates a particularly
interesting and fairly generic case where the p-decay rate may be observable and consistent
with both unification and DM abundance, for a broad range of scalar masses. It corresponds
to M2 ∼ 10TeV and µ ∼ 1TeV. This is the situation we have if µ starts out much smaller
than the gaugino masses at the UV scale. Then, the physical gaugino masses will be roughly
an order of magnitude heavier than the low-energy value of µ [8], leading to a mostly-higgsino
LSP – which must then weigh about a TeV to be the DM, leading to the parameter choice
of the fourth plot of fig. 7. This suggests that potentially observable p-decay will be a fairly
common characteristic of theories which start out with a small µ in the UV. On the other
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hand, it will be hard to see such a ∼TeV-mass Higgsino at the LHC.
Finally, we consider the effect of additional matter in complete vectorial SU(5) multiplets.
Such extra multiplets arise in simple implementations of direct mediation, see sect. 4. The
leading effect, which we calculate, is due to the increase in αGUT. Note that the extra
multiplets also affect the operator renormalization coefficients AL,R at one loop and the
determination of MGUT at two loops. The effect on αGUT is given by
1
αGUT
=
(
1
αGUT
)
0
− N
2π
log
MGUT
m˜
, (151)
where the index “0” refers to the determination of αGUT in the absence of extra matter,
which corresponds to the predictions shown in Fig. 7, and N is the Dynkin index of the gauge
representation of the extra matter (N = 1 for a single 5 + 5¯, N = 3 for a single 10 + 1¯0).
In this simple approximation, the perturbativity limit on N is about 15 for m˜ = 1011GeV
and scales with 1/ log(MGUT/m˜). The limit on N from proton decay is approximately the
same. If the Dynkin index N is sizeable but not fine-tuned to be close to the perturbativity
limit, we can expect an increase of αGUT by a factor O(1), which leads to an increase of the
proton decay rate by a factor O(1)2.
In conclusion, some versions of Split Supersymmetry, such as those with higgsino LSP,
naturally allow for the possibility of potentially observable proton lifetime, consistent with
unification and DM.
8 Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated theoretical, cosmological and phenomenological aspects
of Split Supersymmetry.
We have shown that the mass spectrum of Split Supersymmetry, which was originally
motivated by low-energy considerations (dark matter and prediction of αs), can actually
have a natural justification in the high-energy theory. An approximate R-symmetry, which
forbids gaugino and higgsino mass terms, can explain the hierarchies of the mass spectrum of
Split Supersymmetry. Nevertheless, Split Supersymmetry can emerge from the high-energy
theory not necessarily as a consequence of an imposed R-symmetry, but simply as a result
of the pattern of supersymmetry breaking. Using the property that R-symmetric soft terms
correspond to dimension-2 operators and R-breaking soft terms to dimension-3 operators,
we have shown that supersymmetry D-breaking leads to Split Supersymmetry, while F -
breaking leads to the usual mass spectrum with no hierarchies among sparticles. In the case
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of D-breaking, the underlying R-symmetry protecting higgsino and gaugino masses emerges
as an accidental symmetry, much alike the approximate lepton-number conservation that
protects neutrino masses in the Standard Model.
We have also studied the general structure of Split Supersymmetry as we vary the mech-
anism of supersymmetry breaking or, ultimately, the gravitino mass m3/2. Since the squark
and slepton mass scale m˜ is an arbitrary parameter, no longer tied to the weak scale, the
theory offers novel scenarios with different theoretical, cosmological and phenomenological
implications. In general, the different features of Split Supersymmetry are best parametrized
by the values of m3/2 and m˜.
Whenever m3/2 is much larger than the weak scale (which, in particular, is the case
for gravity mediation with m˜ ≫ TeV), then anomaly-mediated contribution can upset the
hierarchy between supersymmetric scalars and fermions. This issue has been addressed in
sect. 3. We have found that in theories where supersymmetry breaking is intimately tied to
gravity, such that supersymmetry is restored in the MPl →∞ limit, the anomaly-mediated
contributions are suppressed and there is no obstacle to considering m3/2 far above the TeV
scale.
We have also discussed an interesting option, available in Split Supersymmetry but not in
low-energy supersymmetry, to break supersymmetry and directly communicate it to squarks
and sleptons at tree-level, via renormalizable couplings. These theories naturally generate a
large hierarchy between the scalars and the gauginos/Higgsinos, and also permit an inter-
esting spectrum with a gravitino LSP. Such models inevitably require extra charged matter
at intermediate scales, raising the value of the unified gauge coupling at the GUT scale, and
possible enhancing the proton decay rate from dimension 6 operators to observable levels.
In Split Supersymmetry, the gravitino mass can vary in a much larger range than in
ordinary low-energy supersymmetry and this has new cosmological implications. In sect. 5
we have revisited gravitino production in the early universe. The decay of thermalized heavy
particles with mass m˜ plays a new and important role, creating a gravitino abundance which
is independent of the reheat temperature TR, and which depends only on physical particle
masses.
Heavy gravitinos eventually decay into supersymmetric particles. A peculiarity of graviti-
nos with masses much larger than the weak scale (and thus a peculiarity of Split Supersym-
metry) is that the decay occurs well before the beginning of nucleosynthesis, and therefore
the gravitino abundance before decay is not tightly constrained. If the decay happens after
neutralinos have decoupled from the thermal bath, then a non-thermal population of neu-
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tralinos is generated. We have studied the range of parameters for which this non-thermal
χ component can account for the observed dark-matter.
The existence of a non-thermal neutralino population has important phenomenological
consequences. The dark-matter argument is a critical ingredient of Split Supersymmetry,
providing a tight constraint on the higgsino and gaugino parameters. The non-thermal
χ density gives us more freedom, allowing us to consider neutralino parameters that are
normally excluded, because they lead to an insufficient thermal density. In spite of this
freedom, the upper bound on mχ, derived from thermal dark-matter considerations, is not
evaded, but actually reinforced. This is essential, as the bound on mχ provides the necessary
link between gaugino-higgsino masses and the weak scale.
If the scale of supersymmetry mediation is much smaller than MPl, the gravitino can be
light, and it can even become the LSP. In this case, the neutralino can no longer form the
dark matter, and the connection between its mass and the weak scale disappears (although
an upper bound on its mass still exists, under the condition that gravitinos constitute the
dark matter). A gravitino LSP is a viable dark-matter candidate. The collider signals of
this case are also quite distinctive, whenever the decays into gravitinos occur inside the
detector. A peculiar signature of Split Supersymmetry with light gravitinos is the gluino
decay g˜ → G˜g. This decay can dominate over the ordinary 3-body process into neutralinos
and charginos, when the scale of supersymmetry-breaking mediation is close to m˜. This is
the case of direct mediation.
Next, we have addressed some phenomenological issues. Split Supersymmetry solves the
flavour and CP problem, by considering very heavy squarks and sleptons. However, the
effective theory below the scale m˜ contains a CP violating phase. This leads to predictions
for electron and neutron EDMs, which are just beyond the present experimental limits, for
a phase of order unity and for weak-scale chargino masses. The difference with respect to
ordinary low-energy supersymmetry, where phases have to be smaller than about 10−2 to
be consistent with present limits, is that EDM are only generated at two loops in Split
Supersymmetry. Because of the intense experimental activity aiming at improving the EDM
measurements, our prediction offers the exciting possibility that Split Supersymmetry could
start revealing itself even before the LHC is operational. Other tests of CP violation at
colliders are also possible, as discussed in sect. 6.
Finally, we have investigated how Split Supersymmetry affects proton decay. Dimension-5
operators are naturally suppressed, because of the heavy squarks. Since Split Supersymme-
try has the effect of reducing the value of the unification mass, proton-decay dimension-6
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operators can be enhanced. However, in the minimal version of the model, the unification
coupling constant increases, nearly compensating the effect of a lower MGUT . Low-energy
thresholds can enhance the proton-decay rate, and this is especially true if we consider very
heavy higgsinos and gauginos. In this sense, searches for proton decay can be complementary
to collider searches, since they are most sensitive to a region of sparticle masses hard to test
at colliders.
In conclusion, we have shown that Split Supersymmetry can naturally emerge from a
fundamental high-energy theory. It has specific implications for the origin of the dark matter
and it makes the exciting prediction that EDMs are naturally within the reach of ongoing
experiments.
We acknowledge communications and discussions with D. DeMille, H. Haber, L. Iban˜ez,
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